The human visual system is central to imaging science. The idea of knowing the world through two-dimensional samples was borne from our sense of sight. The human visual system inspires our designs for sensors and algorithms. Yet much of what we consider to be imaging science is in the realm of psychology. Color, for example, is a mental interpretation of sensory data. Quantification of color requires psychophysical techniques to map physical stimuli to cognitive responses.
In the realm of consumer imaging, we determine preference for various imaging techniques, attaching order or scales to broad and complex responses. Through psychometric methods, we try to map out a nebulous psychological space of viewer preferences so that image processing algorithms can be designed to reliably produce pleasing results.
Imaging also augments human decision systems, e.g., a radiologist uses imaging to diagnose abnormal conditions. One models decision processes to understand and automate the way experts come to conclusions and to determine the limits of human expertise.
In all these cases, models and measurements are fraught with complexity and uncertainty. The imaging scientist turns to probabilistic models, experimental design, and statistical analysis to investigate human responses. Our instruments are crude and blunt compared to the complexity of the phenomena we probe. Existence of internal mental states are inferred by correlating different measurements rather than by first principles. Nevertheless, remarkable advances, both theoretical and applied, have been made, the mature field of color science being just one example.
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